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MACRO UPDATE: US FED, CHINA 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
FED TO FINISH QE IN OCTOBER 
 
The Fed remains dovish. The minutes of the FOMC’s June policy meeting showed that the rate setters expect still believed 

there was plenty of slack in the economy. Despite a bounceback in growth after the weather-driven terrible first quarter, that 

slack should keep rates on hold until Q2 next year. The minutes did confirm, however, that the Fed will finish tapering in 

October unless there are any big shocks in the meantime. Given that the Fed had been reducing asset purchases by $10bn at 

each meeting since December, markets had been expecting as much, with the only uncertainty whether the final reduction 

would be by $15bn in October or by $5bn in December. The confirmation of the October termination date removes the 

potential for remaining speculation. The minutes also signalled that the FOMC would not stop reinvesting bond redemp-

tions until after it had hiked interest rates. 

 

The Fed noted that inflation had increased lately, with CPI inflation reaching 2.1% yoy and core PCE to 1.5%, up from an 

average of 1.1% in the first quarter. With unemployment falling fast, slack is diminishing, but with wage growth not making 

much progress, slack remained ample. Policy makers saw balanced risks for the economic outlook, the labour market and 

inflation. As a result, policy makers’ discussion about the further path and the communication of monetary policy was also 

balanced. A number of participants urged a more dovish communication line to prepare markets that the exit from the 

substantial stimulus could be more gradual if forecasts disappointed later this year. Some others were concerned that growth 

could run faster than expected or potential growth turn out to be lower than estimated, suggesting a more hawkish line. 

 

CHINESE TRADE STABILISING NEAR RECENT AVERAGES 

 
The latest indicator of stabilising Chinese growth came from trade today. After a very weak period at the beginning of the 
year, possibly due to weak demand from other emerging markets as well as the harsh winter in the US, exports rose by 7.2% 
yoy in June. That was a bit below consensus but up from May’s 7.0% and close to the average for export growth since 2012 
of 6.8%. Imports rose 5.5% yoy, close to consensus and the highest since February. Chinese growth is steadying around 7-
7.5% yoy. It is unlikely that the authorities will want to push the pace of expansion any higher while there is no sign of any 
politically damaging rises in unemployment.  
 
China will have to rely on domestic demand more than in the past to fuel growth. Indeed, that is the point of the party’s 
reform agenda. The trade flows do not suggest any reasons to worry about growth in the near-term. Indeed, combined with 
the latest PMI readings and continued low inflation which is helping purchasing power, they point to solid but stabilising 
growth. 
 
Chinese trade 
 
% change yoy /  

USD (bn) 

JUN MAY APR MAR FEB JAN 

Exports 7.2 7.0 0.9 - 6.6 - 18.1 10.6 

Imports 5.5                            - 1.6 0.8 - 11.4 10.0 9.9 

Trade Balance 31.6 35.92 18.48 7.77 - 22.81 31.93 

 
Source: National Bureau of Statistics PRoC 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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